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October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
October is the month we celebrate those who are fighting
breast cancer, those who have survived and those who have
lost their battle as the search for a cure continues. Activities
such as “Go Pink Day” raise awareness and support for
those affected by this terrible disease and their families.

Employees celebrated Fall
and Halloween with several
activities throughout the
month, from Fall Festivals to
letting the kids trick or treat
through the C&A building
at the Middle Georgia
Division.

Members from our Ogeechee Division showed their Halloween spirit by dressing up.

From the Director’s Chair

by Denise N. Forbes

Recovery-Focused Transformation is in the House
In early 2014, our agency was selected by DBHDD to be part of a pilot training program for the state of Georgia,
known as the Georgia Recovery Initiative (GRI). We were one of four (4) agencies selected, and the only rural
CSB in the pilot. The “Recovery Foundation Training” (RFT) --- now known as Recovery-Focused Transformation --- was initially made available to approximately 30 of our staff. Amy Tribble and a few of our Ogeechee
friends joined in some of the training opportunities along the way as well. The training was made possible
through the Georgia Department of Behavioral Health & Developmental Disabilities (DBHDD), and it remains
committed to helping our state move forward with becoming a recovery-oriented system of care.
Building on the successful Georgia Recovery Initiative (GRI) partnership and initiative that created Georgia’s
recovery definition and principles, our agency, with DBHDD’s encouragement and blessing, continues to
embark on recovery-focused change through this recurring technical assistance initiative (RFT) that continues
to support behavioral health providers in operationalizing recovery principles and practices.
In this third year of the RFT initiative, DBHDD offered the recovery-focused training and technical assistance
(RFT) to Tier 1 providers in the Region 2 area of our state, of which our six (6) Ogeechee Division counties
fall. The Recovery Transformation Training includes on-site consultation, cross perspective learning events,
leadership development and peer networking designed to inspire and support service agencies in using their
strengths and assets to create sustainable organizational practices that engage staff, people in recovery with
lived experience, CPSs, and other stakeholders to enhance or develop easily-accessed and high-quality,
recovery-focused services and supports for individuals, families and the communities that we serve.
This past week, I had the privilege of being a part of the CSB of Middle Georgia’s Recovery Transformation
Training for the second time in the past three years. This second time around, our newest six (6) counties were
selected to begin this important work. The two days of training last week spent at the DuBose Porter Center
were unique in a number of ways. A few of our original CSBMG Change Team members were asked to take
part and assist with facilitating the training. Additionally, some of our Dublin team who had never been through
the training were also invited to attend. The rationale from our RFT Team was two-fold: to have some of our
Dublin staff either go through a refresher of sorts or actually get to participate in the training for the first time
with our Ogeechee Division; and secondly, to be able to begin the important work of becoming a more defined
core team across the 16 counties of our agency.
Our trainers encouraged all of us throughout the first day to stretch our imaginations and to begin looking at
everything we do through a more recovery-focused lens. They assisted staff with a number of breakout
sessions and dyad exercises that helped lay the foundation of what an agency with a bent toward recovery would
look like.
The second day started with discussion from a homework exercise about what a recovery “miracle” might look
like in the organization, and all throughout the learning collaboration, the training team encouraged us to look
for and celebrate the ways our agency does things well (what’s working), where we can improve (what can we
do better), and how we instill hope (what keeps you hopeful). At the beginning and end of any discussion, our
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facilitators drove home the importance of making sure that we offer hope to those we work with within our
agency, and most especially to whose we serve.
One of the major events of the second day of training was to work in small groups to begin to formulate
improvements and team projects that our staff felt would be important to tackle during the next year. Some of
these projects will center around a continuation of our lobby work/upgrades for our new counties, to take a look
at making our documentation more “person centered”, and to come together to learn more about our staff,
resources, and the counties that now make up our agency (our Ogeechee cohort learning more about the
Dublin cohort, and vice versa; and all of us learning more about the resources within the total agency). Boiling
all of this down, it is simply looking at how we can work together to become a more cohesive, inclusive team to
serve those in need.

At the end of the day, our RFT Team asked us to come up with a word --- a single word --- that could be used to
describe how each of us felt with the completion of the training day. The words were overwhelmingly positive
and uplifting… words like “encouraged”, “hopeful”, “excited”, “energized”, “renewed”, “rejuvenated”, and
“curious”. While some may still be a bit unsure of what the future holds, all seemed willing, able, and excited
about the transformation that is just beginning to take place as we continue to blend these two fine agencies
into one. We have much work in front of us to accomplish these goals, but there did not seem to be a lack of
desire or determination in the group from the CSB of Middle Georgia! I look forward to seeing the fruits or our
labors and the outcome of this important and exciting initiative across our 16 counties during the next year.
Stay tuned. Recovery Focused Transformation starts now!
Denise Forbes
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CSB Connection

Sheila Davidson and Jackie Purser

“Go Pink Day”

Bldg 1 employees

Many employees participated in Go Pink Day, showing their support for the fight against breast cancer.

Linda Griffin, Rikita Rozier, and Maritza
o’Neal
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D’Ann Register and Cathy Hackle set
up for B1’s Halloween party.

We Need Your Help!
We’d like to have your
help in naming our new
committee! The former
Incentive Morale
Committee will be
getting a new name and
some new faces, and
we’d love to hear from
you!
Dessert table at Halloween party!

Please submit all
nominations and
committee name
suggestions to Sherlissa
Coates.
( staylor@csbmg.com )

Cathy Hackle cooking breakfast for staff
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Employee of the
Month

Bldg 5 Ice Cream Social

Ice Cream Social for Birthdays
Building 5 hosted the September and October birthdays in
an Ol’ Fashion Ice Cream Parlor style. The individuals were
given the ides through pictures and were given the task of
making the decorations. Staff was there
to assist when
needed. Our
individuals were
bursting with ideas
along with staff.
Through team work,
our individuals
presented some
amazing art work in
the form of 3D,
painting, the use of
projector tracing and
pastel colors. Staff was amazing as well as amazed at the
work that was put in to the individuals assignment. We are
proud to say that our individuals work great together and
along with staff. They had a beautiful spread of strawberry,
vanilla, chocolate and sherbet ice cream. WAIT, let’s not
forget about the delicious toppings of finely chopped nuts,
sprinkles, chocolate, strawberry and caramel syrup,
bananas, pineapple and strawberry fruit topping for our
banana splits, and A&W for the floats (all allergies were
noted prior to the purchase of all ingredients).
THEY HAD A BLAST!
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Congratulations to our Sept 2017
Employee of the Month, Monica
Walker!
Monica works with the Intensive
Case Management Team at B1.
Her energy and enthusiasm is
contagious.
Helping others comes naturally to
Monica and she doesn’t appear to
view it as an inconvenience.
Monica also is very punctual for
work. She arrives daily before 8
A.M. and appears eager to “hit the
road” to go see the community
individuals that she serves.
Monica is always willing to help her
team members and is always
asking, “How can I help?”
Monica is an absolute joy to work
with and an asset to this agency.
She is truly deserving of this
recognition.
Congratulations, Monica!

Vivian Hunter and staff at
Quentin’s Place along
with our Ogeechee Team
led by Sharon JacobsWashington are highlighted
in the recent Imagine Hope,
Inc. Annual Report. In
addition, I’d like to
commend Cali Hollis for
assisting with our Dublin
Division’s numbers. Way
to go, Team! You all have
done an awesome job this
year!

Individuals at Braswell House celebrated recovery, alongside the fall/
Halloween season, while decorating their room doors as an activity in
their skills building group on 10/19/17. Their goal was to incorporate
“Recovery” into a fall and/or Halloween theme. Each individual
participated with their fellow roommate(s) and acted as a team to
accomplish their ideas. Each door was then judged and voted on by
all staff and residents. They were judged on creativity, theme, and
appearance. The winners won their own “trick or treat” bag overflowing with goodies! Fun was had by all!

Vivian Hunter and her
colleagues at Quentin’s
Place tested 282 - up by
137%.
Sharon JacobsWashington, HIV EIS
Coordinator for Ogeechee
and her team tested 318
clients this year - up 89%.
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Community Corner

Team members out in the community

Jody’s Accessories Fundraiser, supporting the Suicide
Prevention Coalition

Sharon Washington (on left ) Infection Control
Nurse at CSB-Ogeechee Division and Shirley
Rock on right (volunteer) Offering Free HIV
testing at U Health Fair.

The SOAR Clubhouse had an Amazing
turn out for Our Fall Festival this Satur-

day.. Staff member, Tyler Smith, enjoyed the “Tubs of Fun” ride..
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In the fall of the year, Portal Heritage Society, Inc., and the
Town of Portal host the annual "Catface Turpentine Festival." The festival celebrates the history of turpentine at the
historic E. C. Carter turpentine still, located in Portal, Georgia. Although turpentine has many uses, the commercial
production of turpentine is now a dying industry and very
few turpentine stills remain in the United States. The old E.
C. Carter still, however, is fired up once again during
Portal's annual Catface Turpentine Festival to produce this
valuable liquid. Visitors come from near and far to see how
turpentine is made and to learn about the role it played in
the town's history.
The turpentine process begins with harvesting pine tar/gum
from "Slash Pine" trees. Turpentine harvesters cut slash
marks into the sides of pine trees, and the tar/gum slowly
leaks into metal vats placed at the bottom of the slash
marks. The slash marks resemble whiskers on a cat's face,
thus the term "Catface Country" was adopted for Portal's
annual Turpentine Festival. After collection of the pine tar is
completed, it is "cooked down" at the still to result in
turpentine.

Lydia Daley and Sharon Washington attended the Catface Turpentine
Festival”” in Portal GA . on Saturday 10/07/2017. They offered free HIV
testing with rapid results to event-goers.

CSBMG Booth at the BURKE COUNTY FAIR, submitted by Tracey Johnson, Ogeechee Division
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Coming Up Next...
Be sure to mark your calendars
with these upcoming CSBMG
events!

Please join me in congratulating Vashistha “Vee”
Ramcharan and Lynda Bailey for being recently
named as Team Leads for the Burke and Emanuel
County clinics, respectively.

Thanksgiving—
Offices closed Thursday
Nov. 23

Changes Coming to Independence House
Independence House (Adult Day Services B2) is undergoing many
changes. Peer Support Whole Health and Wellness Individual and
Group services is being brought back to the building with two certified
whole health and wellness coaches providing these services on a daily
basis during adult day service group hours. We’re working on forming
an advisory council for peer support which will include an in-house
election where peers decide which peers they would like to nominate to
essentially be their team of advocates. This gives persons served an
ability to be directly connected and a part of the day to day operations
of their program. We’re also working on acquiring a router so we may
have internet connection in our program for our peers. We have Smart
TVs that we will be able to use to share TedTalks or other recovery
focused programming. If we’re able to get an internet connection, we
hope to start a computer “Learning Lab” where peers can sit at a station
of donated computers and practice computer skills like typing. We
recognize that not everyone has a computer at home and not everyone
has the resources they need to learn more about computers. This is
one small way we can provide a resource to those we serve at very little
cost. We’re on our way towards sustainable positive change and are
excited to continue to improve ourselves on a daily basis.
——contributed by Elizabeth Button
Please send all submissions for the newsletter to the IT Dept. nsnyder@csbmg.com

